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From JUNE: TRT Remeex VARITENSORtm
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL
We have been chosen to supply

•

over 50 trusts in the UK, and we

PATIENTS: Designed for life long adjustabiolity
to treat female incontinence.

hope we can be of service to you
•

as well. We will do our best.

SAFETY: Single use implant. Manufactured in
Spain. CE marked. Single packed.

ONLY WOMEN’S HEALTH
•

We are the first and only

GAMECHANGER: Adjustability post procedure
in upright position gives the perfect tension

company in the UK whose sole

for each individual patient.

focus is on women’s health. It is all
•

we do, and nothing distracts us.

EFFICACY: The only product on the market that
allows for tightening and release of the fascia
sling days, months and years post procedure.

CLOSE AND CAPABLE
We are appreciated as a supplier
•

because we have staff and

READ MORE: Images and videos on
www.JUNEMEDICAL.CO.UK/products

emergency stock in 6 locations
throughout the country. We have
prevented many cancellations of
surgeries

by

hand

delivering
Quality in design

Dynamic pressure transmission system

The TRT Varitensor System is the only long term readjustable

When coughing, the patient advances the rectus muscle,

sling for Female SUI. This prosthesis allows a reliable

advancing the varitensor, and increasing the sling urethral

readjustment of the sling urethral support whenever needed

support while it’s needed. This reconstructs the intra

during patient’s lifetime. Surgeon can provide a long-term

abdominal pressure transmission system of normal

continence, and avoid re-operating again a patient with a sling

continent patients. The readjustment is made while the

failure.

patient is standing up and doing the efforts that cause

product in emergency situations.

ENVIRONMENT
We are mindful about our impact,
and will try to travel smart. We
reuse our shipping boxes (our Ugly
and Proud campaign!) and we do

incontinence.

what we can to preserve our
5 Year Follow Up
planet

while

fulfilling

our
With more than 5 years follow-up, TRT provides surgeon with

Lifetime readjustability

the experience of adjusting the sling urethral support with the

The sling adjustment is made step by step (checking

patient in standing up position and doing the efforts that

continence every four turns of the manipulator). When the

drives her to incontinence. This unique property provides the

patient is continent we know that four turns before she

surgeon the ability to adjust the sling to the desired urethral

was incontinent. This allows the surgeon to provide the

support level, avoiding urine leakage and urine retention. The

minimum necessary urethral support for that particular

Varitensor also provides long term continence in cases where

patient under stress and no more, thus reducing retention

other systems don’t.

risks.

obligations to our customers. Our
full policy is published on our
website.

Further details
How does it work?
A sling of the surgeons/patients choice is placed under the urethra and the
device is implanted above the pubic bone. As the Varitensor adjusts the lift

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Our

team

is

knowledgeable:

under the urethra, the flow of urine is interrupted and the patient remains

extremely
we

continent. If a patient becomes incontinent again due to changes in her
anatomy as she ages, continence is restored by reconnecting the

employ

manipulator and applying additional turns to the manipulator.

engineers, midwives, nurses and
scientists: we are always at hand

What is the long term follow up?

to answer any questions.

The TRT Reemex Varitensor has been successfully implanted since 1992
with excellent results.

ZERO WAIT
Sometimes

your

What is the UK experience?

equipment

In October 2018, Birmingham Womens adjusted a female patient over 10
needs a repair: we will get you a
replacement machine and fix

years after her original implant.

Varitensor implant

yours in no-time. Need an
answer to a question? We will
get back to you within 24h.

CHARITY

ORDERING INFO

Our focus for charity is curing

Order@junemedical.co.uk

obstretic fistula. Read more here:
www.fistulafoundation.com and

GET IN TOUCH

on our website.

Good old phonecall:
01628-330010
Twitter: @junemedical

MADE IN BRITAIN
Proudly

British,

we

Email: contact@junemedical.co.uk

are

headquartered in the South East,
close to major airports and
motorways.

We

strive

to

PRODUCT SUPPORT

Order codes & cost

(8am-5.30pm)

WhatsApp or FaceTime:

innovate and produce in the UK
and we work closely with the

0789-8780418
Product Name

Details

Product Code

Price

excl VAT

NHS, KTN, ASHN and DIT to bring

TRT Varitensor

TRT Varitensor Kit

SREM-01

only the best medical devices to

TRT Adjustment Kit

Manipulator and 2

AR-01

£399.00

AR-01LP

£399.00

our customers.

£1,925.00

disconnectors for postop readjustments during

For more information on any of

patients lifetime

our products or policies please

TRT Adjustment Kit

Manipulator and 2

visit www.junemedical.co.uk

LONG

disconnectors for postop readjustments during
patients lifetime; Extra
Long

INNOV8, Queen Alexandra Road
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire
HP11 2GZ, United Kingdom

